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ABSTRACT

THE ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF INCOME LEVEL, INTEREST RATE, AND HOUSING PRICE ON HOUSEHOLD SAVING BEHAVIOUR IN MALAYSIA

By

Lou Kah Lock

The purpose of this study is to examine the long run and short run relationships between interest rate, income level, housing price, and household saving in Malaysia. The data set included in this study are saving rate, real personal disposable income, housing price index, and real household saving in Malaysia. Observation of these quarterly time series data are 44, where started from first quarter of 2001 until fourth quarter of 2011. Based on the Absolute Income Hypothesis (AIH) that suggested by Burney and Khan (1992), a model with household saving as dependent variable and interest rate, income level, and housing price as independent variables are able to be constructed. There are several economic procedures employed in this study to test this model, which are ADF unit root test, Johansen and Juselius cointegration test, VECM granger causality test, CUSUM and CUSUM of squares tests, White heteroscedasticity test, generalized variance decompositions test, and generalized impulse response functions test. The result of JJ cointegration test suggesting that these four-dimensional system do not move apart and sharing one long run relationship in the long run. It enable VECM granger causality
test being employed in this study to examine the long run and short run relationships of these four time series variables.

In the long run, the ECT in the VECM model suggesting that housing price index able to receive the shocks from other variables and make 3.20% of adjustment in the short run in order to achieve long run equilibrium. The time taken for housing price to reach equilibrium is quite long, where approximately 31.25 quarters. In the short run, all of the independent variables able to cause household saving directly except housing price index. Housing price index can only cause household saving indirectly by influencing the personal disposable income. This result able to be explained by the wealth effect of appreciation or depreciation in housing price. According to Koskela et al. (1992), higher housing price will increase the implicit value of wealth among the house owner and thus increase the real value of personal disposable income, induce higher money spending, and resulted low saving. Besides, interest rate also able to affect household saving indirectly by bringing wealth effect to the personal disposable income.

The findings from this study highlighted interest rate and housing price can be the tools to adjust household saving in the short run but as the time goes on, housing price will be getting affected. Thus, it is suggesting policy makers should have deep consideration to adjust the housing price and interest rate in order to achieve expected level of consumption and saving in Malaysia.
dapatan daripada ujian Kopengamiran Pembolehubah Johansen-Juselius mencadangkan bahawa keempat-empat pemboleh ubah tersebut adalah lebih kurang sama dan berkongsi hubungan jangka panjang. Oleh yang demikian, ini membolehkan Pembetulan Ralat Vektor (VECM) boleh digunakan bagi mengenalpasti hubungan jangka panjang dan jangka pendek bagi keempat-empat pemboleh ubah.


Hasil daripada kajian ini adalah lebih memberi perhatian kepada kadar faedah dan harga rumah boleh menjadi alat untuk menyelaraskan tabung isi rumah dalam jangka
pendek, walau bagaimanapun, seiring dengan waktu akan datang, harga rumah akan dipengaruhi. Oleh yang demikian, ini mencadangkan pihak penguatkuasa dan pihak yang berkaitan perlu mempertimbangkan untuk menyesuaikan harga rumah dan kadar faedah untuk mencapai tahap jangkaan pengguna dan tabungan di Malaysia.
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INTRODUCTION

1.0 Introduction

Saving is the amount of money that has not been consumed. It is generated after consumption deducted from income earned. It plays an important role in the field of macroeconomic and microeconomic. In the macroeconomic side, saving is one of the most important sources for finance the investments in the economic sectors of our country. It creates the opportunities of investment through the services provided by the financial institutions like bond market, stock market, banks and mutual funds. Increment of investments will lead to the growth of industry, create job opportunities in the market, stimulate the innovation, and subsequently improve the living standard of people and economic growth. In microeconomic side, saving can be used by individuals to buy goods and services in order to fulfil their needs and satisfactions. It also can be used for precautionary needs, financial supports after retire, and property expansion in the future. However, increment in saving also implies the reduction of consumption in our country and it causes the loss of business transaction in present time. Therefore, the economic variables that can affect the saving should be measured and took into consideration in order to maintain saving at a certain level that can promote economic growth at present and future.

According to Mankiw (2012), saving is comprised of two components which are private and public savings. Private saving is the amount of money left after taxes and
consumption are deducted from households’ earn. It is generated from the households after their income \(Y\) have been paid for the taxes \(T\) that imposed by government and consumption \(C\) on goods and services that provided in the market. Private saving can be distributed into household and corporate savings. On the other side, public saving is the amount of money left after government spending \(G\) are deducted from tax revenue \(T\). It can be used to represent the condition of government’s budget. If the tax revenue \(T\) that received from its operation unable to cover the spending \(G\), value of public saving becomes negative, thus the government will having the problem of budget deficit. In contrast, the government runs a budget surplus when tax revenue \(T\) is more than the spending \(G\) or positive value of public saving is generated in its operation. The equation of saving can be presented as below:

\[
S = (Y-T-C) + (T-G)
\]

There are several factors can be close related to household saving in a country. All of these factors should be find out precisely in order to strengthen the policies that can maintain household saving at a certain level and then lead to economic growth. Based on the study of Ozcan, Gunay, and Ertac (2003), private saving can be influenced by income level in an economy. Income can be differentiated into two types, which are permanent and transitory incomes. Permanent income is the expected income while transitory income is the other than permanent income that can cause the changes of actual income. Both of these incomes can influence household saving and consumptions. According to Modigliani’s Life Cycle Hypothesis, people’s income are varies throughout their life time and they tend to accumulate their saving during earning years. Higher income level can encourage people postpone their consumption and save their money in order to smooth
out their life cycle. The money that people saved in present time can be used to consume when their income decline in the future. According to Brue and Grant (2013), the marginal propensity saving (MPS) generated from Keynesian saving function can also present the relationship between income and saving by showing the ratio of the changes in saving due to the changes in income. There are two characteristics of marginal propensity saving which are MPS is greater than 0 and MPS is less than one. Both of these characteristics imply a positive relationship existed between income levels and saving. Therefore, household saving can be positively responses to income level.

Interest rate is another factor that can relate with household saving. Interest rate can be either positively or negatively affect household saving due to the substitution and income effects (Schmidt-Hebbel, Webb, & Corsetti, 1992). Mankiw (2012) stated that saving will increase when the substitution effect of rising interest rate greater than its income effect. Substitution effect of higher interest rate happens when the rise of interest rate motivate people to consume less and save more money for their consumption in the future. In contrast, income effect happens when higher interest rate increase the well-being of people and induce them to save less and consume more since the interest gain become higher. Therefore, three different relationships between interest rate and household saving can be happen which are positive relationship when substitution effect greater than income effect, negative relationship when substitution effect smaller than income effect, and none relationship when substitution and income effects offset each other.

In general, rational people tend to fulfil their necessary needs first before chasing luxury goods. House is the basic need of humans in their life and people tend to save more
during high earning year in order to buy their dream house in the future. Thus, housing price can have impacts toward saving of household sector. Based on the study of Li, Whalley, and Zhao (2013), increment in housing price can motivate people save more money at present day in order to buy more expensive house in the future. Therefore, a positively relationship exists between housing price and household saving. Oppositely, negatively relationship also can be happens due to the housing wealth effect. Appreciation of housing price cause windfall gains in the wealth of people, they tend to spend more and reduce saving. In contrast, depreciation of housing price lead devaluation in the wealth of people, causing uncertainty about the future and induce people to save more money at the present time (Koskela, Loikkanen, & Viren, 1992).

Therefore, this research is conducted to investigate the relationship between income level, interest rate, housing price, and household saving in Malaysia. The results generated from this research able to find out the marginal propensity saving (MPS) among the household sector, the substitution and income effects of interest rate on household saving, and the effect of housing price on household saving in Malaysia.

1.1 Background of the Study

Malaysia is a Southeast Asian country, which consists of eleven states and two federal territories located at Peninsular Malaysia, and two states and one federal territory located at Malaysian Borneo. This country regained its independence from British on 31 August 1957 and united with Sarawak, Sabah, and Singapore on 16 September 1963. However, Singapore was expelled from Malaysia after 2 years later. Since 70s, Malaysia had successfully transferred its economic condition from agricultural based economy to
multi-sector economy. In order to improve economy growth, saving is one of the important sources to contribute the funds for investment in this country (Ang, 2007). Higher investments increase the ability of entrepreneurs to expand their business activity, stimulate the demand of workers in the market, and subsequently increase the productivity of the country. Therefore, it is important to investigate the variables that close related with household saving in this country. The variables that have been put in this study are income level, interest rate, housing price, and household saving. The figures that shown in this part are regarding to household saving rate, constant personal disposable income, interest rate, and house price index in Malaysia.

According to Ang (2011), Malaysia was one of the top savers in the world. Most of the gross domestic investment in this country was supported by the public saving, private saving, and foreign saving. The Figure 1.1 shows household saving ratio from Q1 1999 until Q4 2013 in Malaysia, which collected from Oxford Economics. Household saving ratio is the ratio of household saving to disposable income. From the figure, the household saving ratios after first quarter of year 2009 were quite low when compare to the ratios before the year. Before Q1 2009, the household saving ratio was fluctuated within 15%-29%, which generated the average of 23.05%. After 2009, the ratio was fluctuated within 7%-21%, which generated the average of 15.72%.

At the end of the first decade of twenty first century, the household saving ratio of Malaysia sudden dropped from 27.46% in Q2 2008 to 11.79% in Q1 2009 due to the great recession. During this period, households had managed their income to overcome the economic downturn and thus decline of saving caused the value of household saving ratio become small. After the economic shock, the household saving rate was fluctuated below
the average household saving rate of this 60-quarter period. In third quarter of 2003, Malaysia experienced the lowest saving ratio in this 60-quarter period. The probably reason for this unfavourable result was the reform of health insurance and the extended pension coverage by the policy maker (BNM, 2012). Both of these policy reforms were aimed to reduce the precautionary saving and boost the income of households in this country.

Figure 1.1: Household saving ratio of Malaysia

![Household saving ratio of Malaysia](image)

Source: Oxford Economics

Figure 1.2 shows the real personal disposable income from Q1 1999 until Q4 2013 in Malaysia, which collected from Oxford Economics. Disposable income is the amount of income that can used to make consumption and saving. From the graph, personal disposable income was slowly increased from RM 48, 959.99 million in Q1 1999 to RM134, 235 million in Q4 2013. By comparing the amounts in these two years, personal disposable income was increased about 174. 22% in this 60-quarter period.
However, different result can be showed when comparing the personal disposable income at every quarter. The growth of personal disposable income was experienced fluctuation throughout this 60-quarter period, and even some of the quarters also showed negative value. The lowest growth of income was during the great recession, where personal disposable income dropped sharply after the Q2 2008 in the figure 1.2. In order to counteract the depression of disposable income level, policy maker had come out different initiatives like minimum wages initiatives, extended pension coverage, and lower income tax policy (BNM, 2012). The reduction of personal income tax from 28% to 26% after 2008 had boost the disposable income of the citizens in our country, and successfully stimulate the business transaction in the market.

Figure 1.2: Malaysia’s Personal disposable income (constant)

Source: Oxford Economics

The interest rate policy in Malaysia is aimed to maintain the stability of price and exchange rate that can lead to sustainable growth in economic. According to Ang (2007), Malaysia had followed gradual approach in the interest rate liberalization since 1970s. In
1978, the lending and deposit rates were set through the market-determined mechanism where commercial banks in this country were free to set the rates in the financial sector. However, this mechanism was interrupted by the government due to world economic recession from 1985 to 1987. In 1987, the BNM had took away the control of interest rate by set the base-lending rate of the commercial banks until 1991. The different stages of transformation of interest rate had made the financial system in this country able to generate higher saving in this past few decades ago.

Figure 1.3 shows that saving rate, lending rate, and interest rate from Q1 1999 until Q3 2013 in Malaysia, which collected from IMF International Financial Statistics. Saving rate is weighted average rate offered by commercial banks on savings deposits in national currency. Lending rate is weighted average rate offered by commercial banks on all loans in national currency. Interest rate calculated through the average of saving and lending rates. Both of these rates were regulated by the central bank in this country.

From the graph, all of the rates were decreased slowly in this past 60-quarter period. It shows that policy maker in this country had use the interest rate as a tool to ensure the sustainability growth in the economic condition. Reduction of lending rate can decrease the interest payment on the loan and attract more people to borrow the money to make their investment in their business. While, reduction of saving rate can induce people reduce their saving and make more consumption since the interest gain is getting smaller.

In the Q3 2008, policy maker in this country had reduce the lending and saving rate to counteract the economic shock. Reduction of lending rate had motivated economic sector borrow money to overcome the economic downturn while reduction of saving rate
had induce people increased their consumption to maintain the same level of business activity.

Figure 1.3: Saving, lending, and interest rates of Malaysia

![Graph showing saving, lending, and interest rates from Q1 1999 to Q3 2013.](image)

Source: International Financial Statistics (IMF)

Figure 1.4 shows the classification of loans by purpose in Malaysia from 2006 until 2013. From the graph, most of the Malaysia’s borrowers make their loans for the purpose of working capital, residential property and non-residential property, and transportation. By comparing the amounts of total loan of RM 6,947,968.8 million in 2006 and RM 13,996,631 million in 2013, the loan was highly increased by about 101.45% in this 8-year period.

Despite the loan for working capital, the loan for residential property had remained the strongest one in this past eight years. Although the composition of residential property to total loan remained 27-28% in these past 8 years, its total value
showed incredible result. In 2006, the total loan for purchasing residential property was only RM 1,876,950.54 million. However, the loan had sharply increased to RM 3,899,083.47 million after 8 years, which showed about 107.74% changes. It may probably due to the households’ expectation on housing price in the future. The expectation of higher housing price in the future had induced home buyers demand for house nowadays and thus increased the loan for purchasing residential property in these past eight years. Although home buyers can borrow money from the financial institution to buy house, they still need to make the down payment by using their saving. This economic phenomena has generating the motivation for undertaking this research to examine the impact of housing price toward the saving behaviour in this country.